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CARAS Training’s “Customer Retention” Overview
The need to “save” an account occurs more often than many companies realize. Every time a current client says “I’m not satisfied,” or “This
isn’t what we had hoped,” or “Budgets are being reduced,” or, “We’re really not using it anymore,” your front line team should be able to
step into a well-defined, effective retention process.
If you are fortunate enough to have a “Retention Team”, then you know how important it is they have the best possible tools and
techniques.
 We do not need to be begging or forcing clients to stay
 We certainly do not need to rely upon discounts to create loyalty (it never really works)
So, what are the best practices for training staff to recognize a retention situation and take action to save? What do your team members
need to know and do?
1.

Understand why folks are cancelling. Often it is a misunderstanding or mistaken beliefs about the product or service.

2.

Make a connection with customers and not be in such a hurry to save that they fall into stereotypical begging, threatening or
discounting.

3.

Open up a conversation with every contact and uncover past, present and future need for the products and services. This need
development (sales) skill must be blended with customer service expertise so they bond with customers rather than repelling them.

4.

Use what they uncover about the customer’s real world in order to re-position your products or services in a value-centric way.

5.

If a special retention offer is available, team members must offer it only after the customer has agreed to the value of the service
and not before.

We are very proud of the work we have done in collaboration with our clients and the retention results our clients have achieved. Please let
us know if you would like to work together on a strategy to save revenue for your company.
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Our Services
At Caras Training, we highly customize interactive training to make sure your front line team members are prepared for the challenges of
your real world. At the end of each classroom experience, your representatives know exactly what to do and say to perform as Retention
Specialists who blend service with re-selling.
We provide many training options including Instructor-Led, Interactive eLearning, Webinars, Team Meeting Activities, Coaching and
Feedback Initiatives, and Trainer Training Programs.
On the next pages you will see our fundamental “Customer Retention Training” content. Our client programs typically include these key
learning points as they apply to your culture, customers, products and services. Most importantly, we are flexible and easy to work with.
Our goal is to support the business needs of Training Departments and Operations by delivering what you want and need within the budget
that makes sense for you.

COMPETENCIES DEFINED

1 – Save Strategies
Based On The Cancelling
Customer’s Mindset
Understand the real or
mistaken beliefs that cause
your customers to cancel.
Determine the best course of
action to save each account
without giving money away.

WHY TRAINING IS NEEDED & WHAT TO TEACH
Before interacting with a customer, Retention Specialists must understand what is going on in the minds
of their callers. This allows them to choose the most effective strategy for re-selling and retaining.
They need activities to learn and practice:
 Why your customers believe they should cancel (what’s going on in customers’ minds)
1. Product/service failure
2. Change of needs/circumstance
3. One-time use of free trial and does not see value
4. Has been paying and has not used
 What these customers may be misunderstanding (because they do not know your full features
and value)
 Strategies for re-selling for full price in your top cancel situations
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COMPETENCIES DEFINED

WHY TRAINING IS NEEDED & WHAT TO TEACH

2 – Connecting with
Callers

Callers can be defensive when transferred to the “save team”. Retention Specialist must be prepared to
disarm callers who are expecting an argument. They must be able to assess the caller’s style very quickly
and choose words that will make an honest connection.

Sound like an ally who intends
to understand and help.

They need activities to learn and practice:

Go beyond canned
empathy statements.

 How to respond to commanding personalities and make a connection
 How to respond to questioning personalities and make a connection

Disarm anger, frustration or
disappointment.

 How to respond to connecting personalities and make a connection
 A quick process for disarming angry callers
 Words and tones to avoid because they can inflame
 The statement/question pairs technique for taking control while making customers feel empowered

3 – Consulting to
Understand Cancellation
Reasons & Current Needs
Engage customers in an honest
conversation about what has
changed since their sign-up.
Identify new reasons or
applications for the service.
Plant seeds for new reasons to
re-consider the service’s
features.

Caras Training

Retention Specialists who have the easiest time saving accounts truly know how the product or service
will help each individual customer. To find each customer’s real needs they must know how to ask
leading questions that empower customers to tell the truth.
They need activities to learn and practice:
 How to engage customers in an honest, interactive discussion about their cancellation reasons
 How to uncover a customer’s current situation, past history, problems and goals in order to
determine whether or not there are good reasons to continue using your service
 How to map a customer’s real world needs with the features and value of your product/service
 Why they cannot pitch “special retention pricing” or free use of the service without knowing how
the service will be of value (at the full price) to the customer
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COMPETENCIES DEFINED

WHY TRAINING IS NEEDED & WHAT TO TEACH
Armed with good reasons the customer should be retained, representatives must be able to explain
those reasons using simple, clear, persuasive language.

4 – Presenting Your
Product/Service &
Retention Offers and
Closing “The Sale”

They need activities to learn and practice:
 Presenting features so they make individual customers excited to start using them now

Build a compelling case for
specific features of the service
including value and urgency.

 Connecting features to their value (saves or earns money; saves time or is convenient; meets
emotional needs such as security, comfort, peace of mind, or enhanced image)

Use professional sales skills to
gain agreement.

 Presenting a special retention offer after they know an individual customer intends to give the
product/service another try

Avoid weak agreements
(extended free trials) that will
lead to cancellation next month.

 Closing the re-sale

5 – Completing the
Interaction for Long-Term
Customer Satisfaction
End the call so customers are
excited to try the service again.
Follow up with compelling
personalized emails that
continue to sell the value.

Caras Training

 Asking trial close questions to gain agreement on a small point

After a “yes” or a “no” there is work to do. Retention Specialists must take steps to preserve your
company’s image. Follow-up and follow-through can prevent social media disasters and may even
bring a customer back.
They need activities to learn and practice:
 Ending telephone conversations so customers feel heard, understood and valued (avoiding the
canned “thank you”)
 Sending personalized follow-up emails that re-sell your product/services while they reinforce your
company’s image and the professionalism of your Retention Specialist
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